Transient absorption and photovoltage study of' self-assembled bacteriorhodopsin/polycation multilayer films.
A series of organized (PDAC/PM)(n) (poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)/purple membrane) multilayer films were prepared by alternate adsorptions of positively charged PDAC polyelectrolyte and negatively charged purple membrane (PM). The kinetics of the photocycle of bacteriorhodopsin (bR) in PM was studied by flash photolysis and transient photovoltage methods. Although the orientation of the adsorbed bR depends on the pH of the PM suspension, the kinetics of the photo-induced reaction cycle in dehydrated films is independent of the deposition pH. In dry (PDAC/PM)(n) films the decay of the M intermediate to the initial bR state is multiexponential and delayed to several minutes for both orientations. A simultaneous two-exponential decay in millisecond time domain was observed at red wavelengths. The source of the red-shifted absorption is suggested to be the C(610) intermediate of the cis photocycle of bR.